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ABSTRACT
Divergences between persuasion in Chinese business communication and American
business communication can be examined at a deeper level than the traditional method of
observing divergent rhetorical strategies. Additional light can be shed on persuasive Chinese
business communication strategies by looking at the underlying appeals being made to social
power. These appeals, which may often seem nonsensical or illogical to an American
businessperson, are based on the set ofcultural,political, and social values that the Chinese
consider valid and meaningful. A conscious imderstanding ofthese appeals may give an
American reader deeper insights into the intended meaningfulness ofa Chinese business
document or utterance. Samplebusinessdocuments will be examinedin this paper for
instances ofappeals to social power.
INTRODUCTION
The existing researchinto Chinesebusinesscommunication has helped to gather a
fair list ofrhetorical strategies used in Chinesebusinesscommunicationthat are generally
divergent from American strategies (e.g. back-loading, indirectness, circularlogic, and
inexplicitpoints). However, we know that there ismore to the practice ofrhetoric than
strategies. Any argument is always driven by a set ofpower bases that the communicators
considermeaningful, appropriate, and influential. Suchan(1998), for example, observes that
the low-impact style of a govermnent agency is not an arbitrary convention, but that it is
basedon a set of beliefsheldby the employees about whatkinds of rhetoric are appropriate
to theirworkplace. Hagge andKostelnick (1989) also demonstratehow the seeminglyweak
rhetoricalpractices (i.e. the use ofpassives, nominalizations, expletive constructions, and
hedging particles) ofa major accounting firm stem from and are intrinsic to the firm's
underlying beliefs aboutwhatwill be appropriate to their rhetorical situation.
And as in the cases of Suchan and Hagge andKostelnick's studies, we must assume
that the greatdivergences .ofintemational business communication strategies from their
American counte:[parts suggest an imderlying divergence ofwhat ismeaningfiil, appropriate,
and influential. However, asyetthere hasbeen little research intotheunderlying power
issues present in intemational business communication. In this paper I will investigate the
underlying power issues present in Chinese business communication. Without knowledge of
these issues, the comprehension ofa Chinese business document consists oflittle more than a
translation ofrhetorical strategies.
An example of this rhetorical translation comes from a businessman whom I
interviewed and who told me that he had "caught onto the Chinese's writing style." As this
man saw it, one ofthe keys to reading Chinese business docimients was knowing that they
back load all of their documents. Once he had figured this out, he began jumping to the end
ofevery document he received from a Chinese businesspersonin ord^ to get to 'the bottom
line." For this businessperson, the effective understanding ofa Chinese business document
entailed little more than translating the foreign stylistic conventions into more familiar
conventions. Although he claimed that this reading strategyhas increased his understanding
ofthe texts and the speed with which he made conclusions about their meaning, it holds the
obvious danger ofoverlooking the signiJScance of the preceding text.
Research into Chinese rhetorical strategies in business has been sparse to date and has
most often focused on one or a few particular rhetorical strategies m isolation rather than the
underlying principles behind the commonly occurring strategies. Although such studies have
been valuable for furtheringour understanding of Chinese professional communication,
practicing communicators would likely find it frustrating to sift through the mountain of
articles just to end up witha finite list of particular rhetorical strategies. Thispaper takes a
different approachby building on FrenchandRaven's taxonomy of socialpowerbases in
orderto enlighten the driving forces behind Chinese rhetorical strategies. Myhope is that
this taxonomymight help in seeingthe underlying forces as a comprehensible set of cultural
values rather than an ethereal "othemess" of theChinese thatcanonlybe glimpsed through
the window of largely mysterious rhetorical strate^es.
In thispaper I argue thatChinese business people draw upon a different setof appeals
to social powerthanAmerican businesspeople when attempting to influence theirbusiness
colleagues. This paper proposes a taxonomy ofappeals to social power that is based on
French and Raven's (1959) five social power bases and is informed by a wide array of
writing on Chinese communication. These writings include a large volume of scholarly
publications (i.e. academic journal articles and scholarly cultural studies) but also include
othCT legitimate sources; including handbooks for interaction with the Chinese (Hu & Grove,
1991; Schneiter, 1992), narratives ofexperience with the Chinese, and Chinese textbooks
(Xia,Xia, & Dai, 1995;Yin, Ankh&'Rieder, 1991'. It is, ofcourse,beyond the scope of this
paper to report on the methodologies and findings of each of these texts' research, but I have
made an effort to point out interesting issues in particular works when referenced. In many
cases I have also drawn upon my ovni experience teaching business students in China and
following their professional development after graduation. I have also made an effort to
discuss some of the divergences between the Chinese manifestations of social forces in the
taxonomy and their American counterparts.
Before going into detail on these appeals, however, it is important to note that the
taxonomy that builds from French and Raven's through my analysis of the existing Chinese
communication research is assumed to be generally complete and validated by the research it
is taken from. This paper doesnot try to prove or disprove the existence ofany ofthe
sources ofsocial power extrapolated from these studies. Except when noted, these studies
are all widely held to be reliable, accurate, and based on the authors' own research.
Attemptingto disprovetheir findings wouldbe another endeavor entirely and is outside the
focus ofthis paper. Even this paper's limited sample ofChinese business documents cannot
be seen as an attemptto disprovemy taxonomyof appeals to social power bases since the
small sample sizeemployed in this analysis couldnot provethat an appealdoesnot exist
outside of the sample. Similarly, thesample documents in this paper cannotbe seen asproof
that theseappeals are cultural norms since theyarenot a broad enough sample andsince no
attempt was made to collect occurrences of each appeal.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Patterns in Chinese Business Communication Research
In the last decade there have been compelling arguments for an increased emphasis
on preparing businesspeople for intemational communication (Boiarsky 1995; Bosley 1993)
and calling for increased research into intercultural commimication (Goldzwig 1988; Rogers
1998; Limaye & Victor 1991; Shuter 1990). Some researchers have even posited that culture
is actually the central issue ofprofessional communication (Weiss 1992; Longo 1997).
Although there have been a number ofvaluable and intriguing case studies produced recently
which treat intemational business communicationmore thoroughly (Hagen 1998;Devet
1998;Artemeva 1998), littlework has been done to put such cases into a prescriptive
theoretical framework (somenotable examplesbeing Devet 1998; Park, Dillon & Mitchell
1998; James 1995; Beamer 1995; and Brislin & Yoshida 1994). As a result, the volume of
research that is being produced, although increasing over the last decade, still discusses
intemational business communication in terms of cultural anecdotes (Kemper 1998;
Serebryakova-Colins 1998; Walker 1999; andAboulafia-DlJaen 1998 to name only a few).
Because ofthe increasedemphasis on cultureand the lack ofa shared languagewith which to
discuss culture, researchers also began to investigate the nature ofculture in a business
context (Scollon & Scollon, 1995;Beamer, 1995b).
The research intoChinese business communication in particular has often followed
thispattern. However, there has also beenanumber of investigations whichhavetended to
focus on two important and challenging directions. The first and by far larger research
direction has been in the area ofChinese/foreignbusiness interaction in Enghsh. For the
most part, these articles have focused on the miscommunications between Chinese and
foreign businesspeople when dealmg in English. Although many ofthese articles have
borderedon the anecdotal (questionable empirically but certainly some of themostwidely
read as well), there have been profound and insightful looks into the cross-cultural interview
process (Wong& Lai, 2000), the value for foreign business people in learning Chinese (Du-
Babcock &Babcock 1996), and communication styles of Chinese students studying in the
United States (Beamer 1994).
The great strength of these articleshas been the contrasts they have offeredbetween
Chinese and foreign (inmost casesAmerican) business communication practices. The
shortcoming of these studies is that theytypically focus on the divergences between the
cultures and, thus, rarely represent a comprehensive studyof all of the cultural dynamics ,
present in the aspect of communication studied.
The smaller (but, inmy opinion, farmore engaging) trend in Chinese business
commuiucation research hasbeenin the area of Chinese business communication practices in
aChinese context. Unlike the previouslymentioned articles, these articles have attempted to
map out the ways in which Chinesebusinesspeople interactwith other Chinese
businesspeople. They also differ in that rather than contrasting Chinese business
communicationwith thebusiness communication of the article's readers, these articles tend
to limit themselves to making observations.
The strength ofthese articles has been their promise ofamore comprehensive look at
the entirety ofChinese business communication practices. Krone, Garrett, and Ling (1992),
for example, report on an entire set ofpersuasive devices utilized byChinese factory
managers rather than focusing on the persuasive devices that make an interesting
counterpoint to those used by an American factoiy manager. Unfortunately, since these
articles are so new, there has been little opportunity to interpret their results. Thus, although
there is a wonderful initial list ofmanagerialpersuasive tactics, there's been no opportunity
to examine what that means for American businesspeople.
In addition to the articles that have followed these trends, there have been a number
of articles that have looked more directly at the rhetorical tools which the Chinese use to
infliience others in business negotiations (Zhao, 2000; Beamer, 1998; Yin, Ankh, & Rieder,
1991), in business interactions with foreign busmess partners (Liu & Vince, 1999; Li, 1999;
Du-Babcock & Babcock, 1996), in management (Yuan, 2000; Mak, 1999; Krone, Chen, &
Xia, 1997;Krone, Garrett, &Chen, 1992), in Chinese organizations (Chen, 2000;Nowak&
Dong, 1997), in non-native languages (Lundelius, 1997), through graphics (Courtis, 1997),
and in particulargenres (Zhu, 2000; Wang &Phooi-Ching, 2000). Theseworkshaveplayed
an important part in beginning discussions about theways that.Chinese businesspeople use
and interpret influence.
Appeals to Social Power Bases
The first stepwhendiscussing the forces thatdrivethe strategies employed by a
community is to decide onabroad model forunderstanding thenature of the imderlying
force. One earlymodel thathasremained inuseis French andRaven's (1959) discussion of
social power bases. French and Raven identified five bases of social power (reward,
coercive, referent, legitimate, and expert) that social agents draw firom bothactively and
passively in influencing a person. French and Raven define power "in terms of influence.
and influence in terms ofpsychological change" (150). Their model has remained the most
relevant work in compliance gaining research (Wheeless, Baraclough, & Stewart, 1983;
David & Baker, 1994). Their model is particularly useful in this study since this study is
concernedwith the forces that Chinese businesspeoplemight draw upon to exert influence.
It is also particularlysuited for this study in that it was not created to representonlyone
particular culture but rather the whole spectrum ofhuman culture.
French and Raven define a socialpowerbase as the empowering relationship between
a person and a social agent. Socialpower in this case is defined as "the maximum potential
abilityof [the social agent] to influence [theperson] in [a system]" (1959, p. 152). French
andRaven identify five primary categories ofpower bases: reward power, coercive power,
legitimatepower, referent power, expert power.
Oneof the advantages of usingFrench andRaven's taxonomyin thispaper lies in the
broadrangeofways in which social agents exert social power. Since this paperhopes to
examine themotivating forces behindChinese business communication's persuasion tactics
(here usedsynonymously with influence), thisbroadrangehelps to facilitate a more
consistent viewofthose forces thanwould a cocktail ofmodels dealing withindividual
power bases. Another advantage ofusing this taxonomy is the ease in applying it to awide
variety of cultures sincethepowerbases it uses arecommon andimportant to humanity in
general (155) and do not seem to be particularto any cultures. However, whilewe canbe
confident that both Chinese and American businesspeople use and areinfluenced byallfive
ofFrench and Raven's social power bases, there is still room to look for the different
manifestations of those power bases in each country.
Although every culture seems to be influenced and exert influence from each of
French ^d Raven's five social powerbases, the way in which the power basesmanifest
themselves varies from cultxire to culture. For example, in the masculine American culture
(Hofstede 1980, "masculine" and"feminine" herereferring to Hofstede's set of predominant
work goals observed in a culture rather thanthegender of any individu^), a promiseof
speedy promotionand advancementmightcarry greatrewardpower. On the otherhand, in a
highlyfeminine culture the same promise might carrymuch less reward power than the
promiseof a goodworking relationship between colleagues and supervisors'. Sincethere is
suchvariance betweencultures in themanifestations of socialpower, eachof Frenchand
Raven's socialpower bases can be brokendowninto the possiblemanifestationsof each
powerbase according to the particular culture or community beingexamined. Reward
power, for example, couldmanifest itselfas anything from a cashprize to a high gradeto
increased affection. Each of these manifestations would be influential in some situations but
not in others. In this way, French andRaven's socialpowerbases can be seen as broad
categories ofmethods of influence. When an agent attempts to use a particularmanifestation
of social power, thatagent will always attempt to appeal to themanifestation of social power
that she perceives as beingmost appropriate. In thisway, amanager wouldnomoremake an
appealto reward powerwith littlehappy face stickers than a Idndergarten schoolteacher
might tell his students that the classwill be a big resumebuilder.
There are, of course, countless simations where theappropriate aess of anappeal is
not as certain as one would like. For example, when pulled over for afeeding ticket would
offering abribe to thepolice officer exert any influence orwould it land thedriver injail?
Individuals have, to a varying degree, anintuitive sense about theappropriateness of certain
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appeals within their own culture. However, every competent individual has some sort of
logical, culturally defined cognitive jframework for how to make appropriate appeals to social
power bases and is, despite uncertainties about appropriateness, able to exert sufficient
influence over others to perform most tasks that their life calls for (e.g.: talking down the
price ofa used car, getting roommates to do their share of the cleaning, proposing to a
significant other). Although there are severalpossible factors in deciding the appropriateness
ofa particular appeal to social power in any given context, in this paper I will examine the
role ofa Chinese businessperson's culture in definingwhat are generally held as appropriate
appeals to social power in Chinese business communication.
In addition to the questions ofan appeal's appropriateness, there are also two great
difficulties that must be addressed in categorizing cases ofappeals to social power. First, it is
difficult for acts of influence in any cultural context be placed within only one source of
socialpower (French&Raven, 155). More often, acts ofinfluence appeal to severalbases of
socialpower, as in the case ofa managerwhopromisesto give an employee a bonus if a
projectis broughtin belowbudget, thus appealing to both legitimate power (beinga
manager) and reward power (the promise ofa bonus). Categorization is also made
problematic by the pluralityof social agents thatmay appealto a single individual (131).
In regards to the first difficulty, there is still some fi-eedom in interpretingwhich
social power base aparticular appeal belongs to asshown inmydiscussion ofparticular
appeals.. However, labeling a common act of influence as a particularappealto social power
may help somewhatin understandingfi-om which social power base the act comes and
therefore enlighten thesocial agent's intentions. Inregards to thesecond difficulty, breaking
the social power bases into themore manageable units of appeals in this taxonomy could
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dispel some confusion by suggesting which appeals typically draw from which source of
power.
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CHINESE APPEALS TO SOCIAL POWERBASES
Table 1 shows the appeals to social power that I have found to be most prevalent in
Chinese business communication based on my research and personal experience. It also
offers the ways that American business people might typically view each ofthe Chinese
appeals. The appeals in this list were collected by examining the existing research and
cataloging the most common and agreed upon appeals to social power.
Appeals to Reward Power
According to French and Raven, ^Heward Power depends on [the social agent's]
ability to administer positive valences and to remove or decrease negative valences" (1959,
p. 156). Any appeal to reward power in a Chinese context is often difficult to identify
because ofnuances oftheir low context culture (Hall, 1976). More so than in the United
States, Chinese appeals to reward power will be unstated or vague. Often this is a practical
result of the Chinese* avoidance of fixed agreements (Hii & Grove, 101), but it may also
reflect the Chinese downplaying ofpersonal gains (a characteristic of collectivism
particularly prevalent during the communist era). Traditionally, the Chinese government has
emphasized the importance of intangible rewards such as community esteem andnational
pride (although new reports show evidence that monetary rewards arealso being used more
widely as noted byKrone, Garrett, &Chen 1992; Krone, Chen &Xia1997; Yuan, 2000).
There are two types of appeals to reward power in Chinese business thatareparticularly
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Table 1. American occurrences of Chinese appeals
Power Base Chinese Appeals American Manifestation
Reward Power • Appeals to Long Term Short term benefits emphasized
Benefits
• Appeals to Group Personal actualization emphasized
Actualization
Coercive • Appeals to Duty Duty seen as constraining and often
Power retaliated against
• Appeals to Job Security Advancement emphasized
• Appeals to the Status Quo Change, reform emphasized
• Appeals to Luck Rehgion is seen positively, luck seen
as superstition
Referent • Appeals to Guanxi "Contacts" important but nepotism
Power fi"Owned upon
• Appeals to Harmony Harmony valued but can be negative
if achieved through the sacrifice
ofpersonal convictions
Legitimate • Appeals to Organizational Organization seen less as an entity
Power Authority
• Appeals to Age Legitimacy given less automatically
to age
• Appeals to Tradition Innovation valued over tradition
• Appeals to Non-Contractual Almost exclusive concern with
Agreements contractual agreements
Expert Power • Appeals to Expert Authority Expertise highly valued and
investigated
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notable because oftheir common usage in a Chinese context and their rarity in American
business: Appeals to Long TermBenefits andAppeals to Group Actualization.
Appeals to Long TermBenefits: The Chinese aremore likely than Americans to
appeal to long term, often vague, benefits that would result from the social agent's influence
(Hu & Grove 1991 p.99; Schneiter 1992 p.l71). Often these appeals seem to rely on a sort of
"give and take" mentality related to the guanxi system discussed later where the person being
influenced is assured ofreceiving equivalent, although not always like, reimbursement for
accepting the agent's influence (Hu & Grove 1991 p.61). For example, a typical business
agreement for trading Chinese agricultural products may focus less on the immediate profits
of the current transaction and more on the potential for the two companies to form a mutually
beneficial business partnership.
Long term business relationships are not, of course, unique to Chinese business.
According to the survey ofPan et al., more Americans felt that connections were important
than did the Chinese (Americans 85%, Chinese 70%) (61). The difference seems to lie in
how those business relationships are used. According to the survey, 72% ofChinese find it
acceptable to use connections to solve problems as opposed to only 11% ofAmericans. The
writers note that, "The contrast at the practical level is so great that we can have little doubt
that a willingness to put one's connections to use is a Chinese cultural trait that has survived
communist indoctrination to the contrary" (Pan et al. 1994p.72).
Appeals to Group Actualization'. The Chinese are generally more collectivist than
Americans andaretherefore more concemedwithwhat might benefit theirgroups (whether
that group is their family, officeor country) (Hu&Grove 1991, p.94). As a result, Chinese
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appeals to rewards may emphasize the rewards that a group may derive more often than
American appeals, which tend to emphasize personal actualization (see Table 1).
Appeals to Coercive Power
The coercive power of a social agent is equal to, **the expectation on the part of [the
person] that he will be punished by [the social agent] ifhe fails to conform to the influence
attempt" (French & Raven, 1959). As in the case ofreward power, appeals to coercive
power are often hard to distinguish, especially for an American, due to the highly contextual
nature of Chinese communication.
Coercive power in Chinese culture is also interesting in that it may cany less negative
valence than it does in American culture. Although French and Raven argue that coercion
will generally decrease attraction to the agent, I have often been told by Chinese friends and
colleagues that certain coercive sanctionsare seen as signs of positive attentionand care
giving. For example, some students andI onceobserved a young boybehaving veryrudely
in pubUc, going so far as to yell at hismother andhit his father. My students bothagreed that
theboy's parents needed to discipline himmore strictly and thattheywerelucky to have had
stem fathers whodisciplined themharshly. The students wereactually becoming nostalgic
about beingbeaten by their fathers! In another case, a colleague in theForeign Trade
department ofmy college once brought along her teen age son to a department banquet and
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pointed out to me how well behaved he was. To explain his good behavior, she proudly told
me, "It's because Ibeat him." Thinking that there was some syntactic misunderstanding I
attempted toclarifywhat shecould have meant by^Tieat" (perhaps spanking?). However,
she openly acknowledged slapping him, hittmg him, and even throwing things at him. In her
• 16
mind (and after talking with her son, I have no reason to doubt that it is true in his mind as
well), this sort ofbehavior was a heartfelt expression of love and concern for her son. Such
feelings might also carry over into professional settings to the extent that a Chinese employee
views his/her manager as a parental figure.
There are four types ofappeals to coercive power in Chinese business that are
particularly notable because of their common usage in a Chinese context and their rarity in
American business: Appeals to Duty, Appeals to Job Security, Appeals to the Status Quo and
Appeals to Luck.
Appeals to Duty: Duty and obligation are generally stronger forces in Chinese society
than the United States (Pan et al,, 1996, p.24; Hu & Grove, 1991, p.66). Although appeals to
duty are often based on legitimate power (as in the case ofa son who agrees to support his
aging parents out of a sense of the parents' legitimate right to such support), I have included
this form ofappeal in coercion in order to account for the fact that appeals to duty are not
always exerted by the object to which a person is obligated. For example, social influence
may be exerted on aman to support his parents by his co-workers or friends while the parents
refuse to accept the support. In such a case, the agents are not necessarily appealing to their
own legitimate power. Such an appealmight be made as, "Ifyou don't do X, you will be
delinquent in your duty." This appeal accounts for coercionin asmuch as the person is
threatenedwith social chastisement for being delinquent in their duty.
Appeals to Job Security: This form ofcoercion has been far less common in China
than in theUnitedStatesduein part to the concept of the "ironrice bowl" (Hu & Grove,
1991, p.l04), wherean employee is virtually guaranteed a job by the state. One example of
the iron rice bowl phenomenon comes from oneofmy former studentswho decided that she
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wantedto changejobs afterworking in a large government bank for a fewmonths. She
quickly found thatherboss would not accept herresignation'and thus sought tobe fired from
thejob'bynot going towork. Butafter amonth ofabsence without being fired, she finally
decided to taketheposition at a newcompanywithout everquitting herjob at thebank.
Understandably, this practice hascome under considerable fire in the last twenty years for
promoting laziness andfordiminishing initiative. The government hasbeen taking measures
to discontinue the iron rice bowl through suchmeasures as the recent decision to cease
subsidization to unprofitable factories and banks.
Appeals to theStatus Quo: Appeals tothe status quo are coercion insomuch asthey
threaten that a person's situation will become worse if thestatus quo is threatened. Krone,
Garrett, andChen (1992) point outseveral instances of this inwhich a factory supervisor will
actuallyenhst a worker's coworkers, friends and family to have a "heart-to-heart"with a
problematic worker inorder to encourage theworker to fall in line. Byenlisting these
agents, the supervisor ismaking a very strong appeal to the stams quo where failure to fall in
line would result in increased family and work disharmony. The power ofthis sort ofappeal
is shown inthat, for the supervisors who acknowledged using it, it is the final attempt at
influence after criticism, salary penalties, and even firing.
Appeals toLuck:. Luck is awell established institution inChina and although it isnot
always taken seriously, it is almost always taken into account (130; Beamer 14). As Fred
Schneiter reports, "Despite official pronolmcements, apoll byThe Peasants'Daily inl989'
found that nme out of 10 rural people are superstitious and 60 percent engage in "feudal"
superstitious practices" (116). This does not seem to be limited to rural people either since
its likely that nearly every building ofconsequence in Hong Kong has been situated and
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built with the principles ofFeng Shui in mind" (121). Luck can certainly manifest as a
coercive power or a reward power but I have included it here since I have more often
observed it being appealed to by the threat ofnegative valences than by the promise of
positivevalences. Certainly an appeal to luckwouldbe consideredan appeal to reward
power as much as the person being influenced sees the appeal as promising positive valences.
Appeals to Referent Power
French and Raven (1959) define referent power as a feeling ofoneness or a desire for
such an identity (161). As one would expect firom a highly collectivistic culture, Chinese
culture places a great deal of emphasis on referent power, and issues of relationship building
have been one ofthe most widely written about topics in Sinology. Although the extensive
literature is reflective ofthe complexity and ambiguity of Chineserelationship dynamics,
there are two general types ofappeals to referent power in'Chinese business that are
particularlynotable because of their common usage in a Chinesecontext and their rarity in
American business: Appeals to Guanxi andAppeals to Harmony.
.Appeals to Guanxi: It is almostimpossible to discuss Chinese culturewithout coming
to the ideaof guanxi. Most commonly, guanxiis defined as "relationships," a definition I
find satisfactory because of themultiple meanings of theEnglish word. In practice, guanxi is
used to mean everything from an extended family unit to a network ofbusiness connections
to a pettybribe in somecases (in thisway some common appeals to guanxi could also be
attributed to reward or coercion power bases). Most Chinese business interactions hinge on
guanxirelationships (Hu&Grove, 1996, p.97; Schneiter, 1992, p.l63) m away similar to the
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Japanesekeiretsu or the Korean chaebol. Sincebusiness is generallyviewed as a long term,
mutual benefitrelationship in China, Chinese business people are very concerned bothwith
presenting themselves as an attractive person or group tobe relatedto andin assessing how
desirable theother party is. Appeals toguanxi may take many different forms butare always
used to accomplish one ofthese goals.
Appeals toHarmony. Pan and others make a significant argument thatalthough the
Chinese value onharmony seems to have diminished inrecent history, "it is safe to saythat
interpersonal harmony is valued less in theUnited States thanin China[Chma 49%, United
States 24%]" (1994, pp. 70, [61]). Chinese appeals toharmony often seem like empty
rhetoric toAmericans, since **the American tradition stresses competition, both economic and
inthe 'marketplace ofideas.' The need for dissent forms part of the rationale for widely
shared values such as fireedom of expression andindependence firom authoritarian control.
Giving highpriority to social harmonywould obviously stand at odds withthisAmerican
presupposition" (p.70). Forthe Chinese, however, "Conformity to group norms isviewed
positively; distinguishing oneselffrom-other group members inany way that disrupts the
smooth flow ofhuman relationships is criticized" (Hu &Grove, 1991, p.95). Appeals to
harmony will, therefore, apply not to creating amore productive relationship, as inthe case
ofappeals to guanxi, but rather to creating a smoother flow ofrelationship issues. For
example, on learning that myChinese students spent all four yeare living inthe same
dormitory room with the same roommates (who were also their classmates), I asked one of
my seniors what happened when there was a conflict. Surprisingly, he answered that he
would simply stew inhis anger inorder to avoid conflict. Althoughmost Americans would
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agree that pent up anger does not necessarilymake a healthyrelationship, the Chinesewould
argue that it would create a more harmonious relationship.
In a businesssettingthis form of appeal often derives its powerfrom the group
consensus. Inmany cases, an employee willhave to go through a longprocessof "consensus
building" with colleagues and superiors before a final decision can be made. Once consensus
is buih, it is verydifficult to voice dissent (Hu &Grove, 1991).
Appeals to Legitimate Power
Legitimate power stems from aperson's internal beliefthat aparticular social agent
hasa legitimate right to exercise influence. In characterizing legitimate power, French and
Raven(1959) describe a feeling of "oughtness" thatcould stem from anynimiber of sources
which cause a person to feel that a social agent has a legitimate right to exert theirinfluence
and that there is some obligation to accept this influence (159). There are four types of
appeals to reward powerin Chinese business thatare particularly notable because of their
common usage in a Chinese context and their rarity inAmerican business; Appeals to
OrganizationalAuthority, Appeals to Age, Appeals to Tradition, Appeals toNon-
ContractualAgreements.
Appeals toOrganizationalAuthority. Appeals to organizational authority claim
legitimacy on the basis ofposition man accepted hierarchical structure (e.g., government,
corporation, family). In most Chinese organizations decisions must be approved by a
hierarchical ladder (Hu &Grove 1991 p.92) and lower-level employees rarely posses the
authority orinformation tomake evenmmor decisions (95). Inaddition, most writers have
observed that it is considered very inappropriate to question a decision ofsomeone in
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authority (Hu &Grove, 1996, p.95; Schneiter, 1992, p.53; Yang, 1992, p. 64;Xia,Xia&
Dai, 1995, p.l58), and Pan and others have found that while 78% ofthe American
respondents would express disagreement with a senior, only23%of Chinese respondents
would do so.
It is important tonote that although Chinese society has been characterized asbeing
highly diffident towards authority (Yang, 1992; Hu&Grove, 1991; Schneiter, 1992), the
strength of thepowerbase seems to be gradually decreasing, hi fact. Pan andothers have
observed that thepoWer of appeals to authority seems tobe diminishing in China (only 53%
felt proud ofsubmitting to authority and amere 7% felt proud ofpleasing their superiors)
largely as a result ofevents related to the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1965-75). "The
finding that only abouthalf of the Chinese respondents endorsed this value is doubtless
indicative ofamajor change from the past, but itmay also represent amore recent upward
swing firom a low pomt inthe 1970*s" (Pan etal., 1994, p.61, 69). Also ofpotential
importance to businesses. Pan and others' research also suggest that the power ofappeals to
government authority may bedeclining, hi their survey, 92% ofAmericans responded tiiat
theywere proud oftheir loyalty to their goveniment while only 77% ofChinese felt proud of
their loyalty (62). Pan and others suggest that this may bea logical result ofthenumerous
Chinese revolutions and reform movements ofthe last century. They also explain the low
Chinese numbers by noting that "perhaps some ofthe Chinese respondents are expressing
their disapproval ofthe current communist government, or perhaps they were put offby the
fact that the phrase as worded intheChinese questionnaire is taken from Confiician
teachings" (72).
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Appeals toAge: Although it is widelyagreed that Chinesecultureattributes a higher
importance to age thanAmerican culture does, Panandothers found onlya slightdeviance
betweenChinese and Americanbeliefs that youth respect age (Chinese97%,Americans
94%). However, they attribute this to the different implications that thequestions mayhave
hadin eachgroup. WhileAmericans seerespect for olderpeople in terms of government
policies, according to theauthors, Chinese view respect for authority asa personal
imperative. In any case, theChinese seem far more likely than Americans toappeal to age as
a source of legitimacy.
Appeals to Tradition: Once again, Panand others' research hasmade the significant
finding tiiat only55% ofChinese were proud oftheir respect for tradition, opposed to 83%
ofAmericans. Thewriters again attribute this low number to theactive campaigns carried
outby the communist government, especially during theCultural Revolution ^d economic
reform periods, and to awave ofcultural fever where "many yoimg scholars subjected the
traditiqnal culture to critical reevaluation" (73).
Appeals toNon-ContractualAgreements: As inAmerica, contractual agreements in
China can beany bindingwritten orverbal agreement. The Chinese, however, do not
generally see contractual agreements asbeing binding in thesame wayasAmericans do.
Unlike an American contractual agreement, which would beas precise as possible and which
would attempt to account for every contingency, Chinese contractual agreements tend to be
concerned with more general principles ofthe agreements (Hu &Grove, 1991, p.lOl). In
this way, many Chinese contractual agreements more accurately resemble Americanmission
statements orpolicy statements. As a result, American appeals to contractual agreements
tend to appeal to specific details ofthe contract, while the Chinese tend to appeal to the
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interests behind the contractual agreement. Chinese businesspeople will often devalue
appeals to strict contractual agreements and, in soriie cases, will even disregard or change the
agreement in favor ofthe underlying interests represented by the agreement.
Appeals to Expert Power
Expertpowerrelies on "the extentof the knowledge of perception which [a person]
attributes to [a social agent] within a given area" (French &Raven, 1959, p. 163), in other
words thebeliefthat "s/hewould know betterthanI do." Unlike legitimate power, expert
power is exertedby someonewho probablyknowswhat shouldbe done rather than someone
whohas theperceived rightto saywhat should be done. For example, whenan officeis
deciding how to dealwith a reorganization, thepeoplebeingconsidered to dealwith the
challenge would probably appeal to their expert power bases to argue for their qualifications
for thejob. Anoutside consultant might argue for herexpert power by citing thenumerous
reorganizations she hadoverseen. Anemployee of thecompany, on theother hand, might
make use ofhis expert power byemphasizing his intimate knowledge ofthecompany. The
sources I looked athadHttle to say about theuse ofexpertise power in China, possibly,
because expertise is so often left unstated by theChinese. Yao Wei gives an account of a
carpenter who is seeking ajobafter emigrating to the United States. Although heis ahighly
skilled craftsman, he does notcommumcate tiiis explicitly to the interviewer andisnothired
(from Hu &Grove, 1991, p.5p). There isonly one type ofappeal to reward power in
Chinese business that isparticularly notable because ofits common usage ina Chinese
context and its rarity inAmerican business: Appeals toExpertAuthority.
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Appeals toExpertAuthority. Theonlyuniquely Chinese characteristic of expert
socialpower (besides its implicitness) is its appeal to authority. It seems that authority in a
Chinese instimtion connotes theauthority's expertise (95). If this is thecase, Chinese people
will be influenced by authority not onlybecause of its legitimate powerbut alsobecause of
its equation with expertise. Xia, Xia and Dai (1995) give an example inwhich anemployee
of a large corporation chooses to quit hisjobrather thanconfront his superior with
information which, although being acciurate, would question hissuperior's authority. Inthis
case, the employee considers his superior to be anunquestionable expert based onhishigher
rank in thecorporation even though theemployee is clearly the true expert.
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APPEALS IN SAMPLE BUSINESS DOCUMENTS
As convenient ^ it wouldbe, the list of Chinese appeals to social power cannot
simply be integrated into international business communication as a "to do" checklist. The
appropriate use of appeals to powerin anyculture is a sophisticated and highlyintuitive art.
An effectivecommunicator will need to question in which circumstances certain appeals
wouldbe appropriate. Would one appeal suffice or wouldmultipleappeals be more
effective? Could an appeal to thewrong typeof powerbe damaging to the business
relationship? Although thereis littlehope of evercreating a comprehensive prescription for
which and howmanyappeals to usein any given situation, there is greatopportunity to
examine the patterns ofappeals to socialpower in Chinesebusiness communication.
It canbe valuable to investigate theways that Chinese business people sometimes
make appeals to social power in their communication. For this reason, I have collecteda'
groupof twenty-four Chinese business documents which attempt to exert influence over their
readers, and I have analyzed them in terms of their appeals to social power. The documents
I've examined consist of correspondences (mostly written by employees of small state-
ownedcompanies to foreign buyers) andcorporate documents intendedfor distribution to
potential buyers or stockholders (all created bylarge Chinese multinationals: Haier, Galanz,
and Chinadotcom). To give examples ofhow appeals to social power are sometimes used in
Chinese business communication, Iwill discuss five documents that demonstrate avariety of
ways in whichthe appeals to social powerareused:
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Correspondence I and 2 are examples which makeonlyone typeof appeal to social
power.
Correspondence 3 is an example of a persuasive document that does notmakeexplicit
appe^s to social powerbut is a good example of an implicit appeal to social power.
Corporate Document 1 differs from the correspondences in that it contains a large
numberand varietyof appeals that are all somewhat implicit.
Corporate Document 2 also contains multiple appeals but ismuch more expHcit than is
Corporate Document 1 and gives great emphasis to relational appeals.
These documents were chosen primarily as examples ofhow appeals to social power
manifest themselves in Chinese business communication. I have tried to choose documents
that will display thevariety ofways inwhich appeals are incorporated into(or implied in) a
docimientrather than the variety of appeals that are used in Chinesebusiness documents. I
have made this decision because there does notseem tobe great variance in theway that a
single appeal is integrated into a document, according tomyanalysis. Rather, the choice of
seems to rest entirely onwhat thewriter considers to be most appropriate for the
situation. Although adetailed examination ofhow writers use particular appeals would be
interesting and profitable, such a studymust be left to future research. However, in this
paper Imake apreliminary investigation mto the appeals used insome ofthe twenty-four
sample documents in terms ofthe types ofappeals used ineach document (see Table 2) and
the number ofappeals that are used ineach (see Table 3). Ofthese twenty-foiu-, eighteen
make no explicit appeals to social power. Ofthe remaining six, five make only one type of
appeal to social power while only one makes more than one type ofappeal. Ofthe six
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Table 3. Occurrences of appeals in sample documents
Correspondences
Chinese
Correspondences
Foreign
Correspondences
Total
Corporate
Documents
No One type Two 3+ types Total Total
explicit of explicit types of ofexplicit Documents Types of
appeals appeal explicit appeals Appeals
appeals
1 0 15
10
19 24
0
corporate documents I have examined (all sent out topotential investors and most posted on
the companyweb site), all made multiple types ofappeals to social power. To give examples
of thevariety of occurrences I've observed inChinese business documents, I have included
sample documents that have many appeals (Corporate Document 1&2), asingle appeal
(Correspondence 1&2), and no explicit appeal (Correspondence 3).
ResearchMethodology
Ofthe correspondences, the majority ofthe Chinese documents were written by
representatives of small, state-owned compames to foreign buyers ordistributors. In
addition, one of the Chinese documents was written from aChinese marketing company to a
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potential Americanrepresentative. All of the correspondences writtenby foreign
businesspeople were sent from foreign buyers ordistributors to their Chinese counterparts. I
have chosen to include the documents writtenby foreigners in my statistical informationto
show an initial comparison, although further research shouldbe done into this area to
investigate more fullythe extent witii which foreigners make appeals thatwould seem to be
native toChinese business. Inmost instances, the Chinese and foreign samples represent a
dialogue between theChinese and foreign counterparts, although I have distinguished
between these andones which are written from foreigners to their Chinese counterparts. All
ofthecorporate documents were written byChinese companies for a broad readership of
Chinese andforeign potential investors and clients. Two of thecorporate documents are
letters from theCEOs, threeare introductions to the company, andone is an international
expansion report. Allwerecreated by large Chinese multinationals: Haier, Galanz, and
Chinadotcom. In all of thesample docimients quoted here, I have notcorrected the original
grammatical and spelling errors.
Correspondences
The first and most notable finding inthe analysis ofthe correspondences was that the
majority of them make no appeals to social power. Instead, the majority ofthe
correspondences layouttheir requests inavery straightforward waywith very little
introduction, as shown in Correspondence!. Only five ofthe fourteen Chinese
correspondences contained any appeal to social power and only one ofthe ten foreign
correspondences contained even amoderate appeal to social power. Also, the
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correspondences had only a smallnumber andrangeof appeals to socialpowerdespite their
oftenurgent requests. The most likely explanation for thismight be the already existent
workingrelationship between the writer and reader ifthey have already established a set of
standard operational conventions. In such cases, the appealscould go largely unstatedin
Correspondence 1
Aug. 20 1999
Dear Mrs. A,
It was very nice to talk to you this afternoon. Your warm heart and kindness
impressed me somuch. I do thank youverymuch for your attention to us.
I am one of the students and friends ofMr. B in China. Now I work in an
infomercial trade media. First of all, let me make a brief introduction ofour
company. We are the biggest trade infomercial group in China. For years, we are
determined to help Chinese enterprises openup global markets. Wepublish five
qiiarterly trade magazines includmgChinaAdvertising Gift & household,Hardwares
[sic]. Lighting, Electronic andApparel on the Chinese product information aswell as
their relative markets in China. Weconvey Chinese product information through
magazines, CD-ROM and On-Line Services. Every year, we also actively participate
manymajor international exhibitions such as the comingHawaii Gift Show.
As I mentioned just now, I can't go andparticipate the Hawaii International
GiftShow onAug. 29-31 in theHawaii Convention Center because it is not enough
time for meto apply for thevisa toHawaii. And theGift Showwillbeopened oil
Sunday, Aug 29-31,10:00 am-5:00 pm. TheLocationofthe Hawaii Convention
Center is 1810Kalakaua Avenue 96815, Honolulu Hawaii (island ofOahu). So
would you do.me a favor to attend/get someone to attend this gift show forus.
So I would like to clarify the following points:
1. ...
2. ...
3. ...
4. ...
5. ...
Thanks & regards,
Mr. D, Mr. E, Mr. F
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most transactions. Also, to constantly remind the.reader that, for example, failure to send
the specified documents would damage their long term relationship could become very
antagonistic very quickly.
Correspondence 1was written by threeemployees of a large Chinesemarketing and
infomercial companybasedin Guangzhou. Therecipient of the letterwas anAmerican with
whom the companyhad been put in contactas someonewhomight be able to represent them
at the trade show mentioned in the letter. However, it was
understoodon both sides that this business relationship wouldbe limited to this single
interaction. This letterw^ originally written as anEnglish letter.
The first two paragraphs ofCorrespondence 1 are fairly easy to categorize as an
appeal to guarvci since theymake clearreferences to theirprimaryrelationship to the reader
(their talk on thephone, her attention to them) and theirsecondary relationship through Mr.
B. In fact, the appealtoguanxi is the onlyclearly made appeal in this correspondence (see
Table 4). In essence, the writers are attemptingto influence the receiver's decision to
performa task for their company appealing to thegood relationship theyhave as evidenced
by the nice talk they had and the receiver's warmheart, kindness and attention. The first
sentence of the secondparagraphalsoappeals toguanxibut in a different way. Instead of
emphasizing theclose relationship that the writers and receiver akeady share, this sentence
appeals to theirshared guanxi relationship with Mr. B. This useof aguanxinetwork is a
common characteristic of Chinese communication (Hu &Grove, 1991).
Although the self-promotion in theremainder of thesecond paragraph is almost
universal in Chinesebusiness communication at any level, it is still somewhatmore difficult
to categorize than the earher portions. The hterature that I've examined does little to account
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Table 4. Appeals to Chinese social power bases in Correspondence 1
Power Base Chinese Appeals
Reward Power • Appeals to Long Term Benefits
Appeals to Group Actualization
Coercive Power • Appeals to Duty
• Appeals to Job Security
• Appeals to the StatusQuo
• Appeals to Luck
Referent Power Appeals to Guanxi
• Appeals to Harmony
Legitimate Power • Appeals to Organizational Authority
• Appeals to Age
• Appeals to Tradition
• Appeals to Non-Contractual Agreements
Expert Power • Appeals to ExpertAuthority
forusing thissortofself-promotion as anmeans of influence. Rather, it seems to be either
condemned as prideful (Yang, 1992) oreven contrary to the Chmese practice ofself-
depreciation (Hu &Grove, 1991). This sectionmight be evidence ofwhatLindaBeamer
(1994) would refer to as web thinkmg inthat it sets the company's claims ina spatial context
rather thanmaking a claim in itself. If this is the case, it is possible thatthis section has no
direct appeals itself. It isalso possible that they seek to use expert power bymaking the
argument that she should represent them because oftheir expertise in their field. However,
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such an appeal would have to be a referent appeal sinceit seeks to increase affinitywith the
company. In this case, it wouldmost likelybe makingan appealto guanxi by offeringthe
reader the opportunity to work with an industry leader. It also would not be considered an
appeal to expert authority since thewriter is not displaying the company's expertise in
making decisions aboutrepresenting themselves at trade shows (i.e.: they donot say that the
reader shouldrepresent thembecausetheyknow moreabout her representing themthanshe
does). In eithercase, whether this section is intended to stand as an appeal in itselfor as
support for its appealto guanxi, it still seeks to influence the readerand its highpositionin
the letter and the amoimtofspace devotedto it suggestthat the writers considered this to be
an important component of the document's intention ofpersuading the reader to assist the
writers.
It seems possible thatthis section of the letter may be intended as anappeal to long
term benefits (i.e., since ourcompany is so strong weare in aposition to provide unspecified
rewards to you in the future for your current help). This, however,-seems unlikely since both
parties wereaware thattheirbusiness relationship would be limited to this single transaction.
It ismore likely that this section is being used asanother appeal toguanxi since it is intended
to create an affinity for the companywhichmightattractthe reader's involvement. Unlike
appeals to long term benefits, this appeal to guanxi would not necessarily require apromise
oflong term commitment orrelationship. Rather, the writers might beattempting to create
commitment to the company byboasting ofits positive aspects. This would certainly bea
legitimate appeal if the reader would be representing the company through an agent attiie
trade fair. The remainder oftheletter does not seem tobetrying to exert influence over the
reader.
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Of course, not all of the correspondences directlyappealed to guanxi.
Correspondence 2 is an example ofa Chinese correspondence inwhicha blatant appeal to
the long term relationship is maderather than an appeal to guanxi.
Correspondence 2
Dear Mr. Xxx Xxx,
Thanks for your E-mail onMay 8.
After wediscussed with thefactory, considering your large quantity andour long-
term cooperation, I amnow quotingthe best prices we cm give you with very little
profit:
Pis help us persuade the customer to accept it. Itwould beverykindofyouthat
you fax us the purchaseorder asap for our earlyproduction.
Thanks & Best Regards.
XxxXxxXxx
(italics added)
Correspondence 3 is different from the other two that have been discussed in that it
does notseem tomake anyexplicit appeals to anyof the bases of social power. Although the
writer is expressly asking thewriter to takea specific action, thewritermakes nomention or
apphcation of the social power that is held over the reader.
Correspondence 3
Dear Xxx,
Whilewe appreciate youadvising us yourcompany needs some time to sendTT
to us. Please also understand thatwe also haveto let our supplier to know exactlv
when they can get paid. When you told Xxx that TT to benext week, please
specify which day during next week so that we can plan our payment to our supplier
accordingly. Thank for you understanding.
Regards Xxx Xxx
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In reality, this correspondence's lack ofappeals is notvery surprising even thou^ it
seeks to elicit action from its reader. Rather, itwould bevery odd forbusinesspersons to
make exphcit appeals to theirsocial power over their reader every time they wish to exert
mfluence. Theirreaders wouldcertainly become somewhat agitated by the constant
reminders of their motivation for complying with the correspondent's wishes.
Thewriterdoes, however, most likely holdsome social power overthe reader. Asin
any functional business relationship, it is likely that the reader of this sort ofcorrespondence
would feel obligated tomeet with thewriter's request for a variety ofreasons. The reader
mi^t, for example, feel a sense ofduty to comply due to their contractual agreement. The
reader may also feel driven tocomply based on the concem for the long tenn relationship
with the writer. Butfor thewriter tomake explicit appeals to these feelings would be
"overkill" for such aroutine correspondence as this one. Instead ofmaking explicit appeals
to social power in each correspondence, itmakes sense that the majority ofbusiness
correspondences more closelyresemble Correspondence 3.
Corporate Documents
Corporate Document 1 isa letter from thepresident ofHaier Group Company, one of
China's largest producers ofhousehold appliances. This letter was posted on the company
internet site and was probably targeted towards foreign investors and buyers.
As opposed to Correspondence 1, which appeals almost exclusively to only one
power base. Corporate Document 1seems to appeal to several sources ofsocial power (see
table 5). The first paragraph works with the last to frame the letter as an appeal to the
claimed tradition ofthe sea's importance and Haier's relation to that tradition (Haier literally
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Corporate Document 1
Haier is the sea
In China, the sea symbolizes understanding all knowledge and acceptance ofnew
ideas. All waters flow into sea and the sea refuses nothing.Haier can be likenedto the
sea.
Waters flowing like soldiers from rivers immediatelybecome one under the
command of the sea.The sea has.nothing to fear, and like the sea,Haier gains
strength from itsacquisitions and faces ie future with confidence.
The sea devotesall its treasure to humans and requires nothing in return. The sea can
only become strongerthrough its bountyand generosity.
Haier, like the sea, gains strength from itsmanytalented employees who devote their
knowledge to thecompany and inreturn, develop in their ability andexperience. The
progress of tiie orgamzation is reflected in the competenceand devotion ofHaier
employees.
A spiritof excellence exists within allHaier employees. Company achievements a
resultof thedevotion and quality consciousness of all employees working together in
an egalitarian and harmonious environment.
Thus Haier can be likened to the sea. Through devotion to societywewill develop,
through our relentless effortswewill grow, and like the sea we will exist forever.
translates into English as "the son ofthe sea"). I suspect that this may bea largely artificial
tradition created by thewriter to appeal to foreigners sinceI havenever heardof the sea
representing "imderstanding allknowledge" or "acceptance ofnewideas."
Paragraph two is a very rich paragraph that is somewhatdifficult to deconstruct. This
paragraph could bemaking anappeal tothe expert authority ofits employees and
acquisitions. Itmight also be an appeal to the long term benefits ofdealing with acompany
that "has nothing to fear*' and "faces the future with confidence." This paragraph would not
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Table 5. Appeals to Chinese social power bases in Corporate Document 1
Chinese Appeals
Appeals to Long Term
Benefits
^ Appeals to Group
Actualization
• Appeals to Duty
• Appeals to Job Security
• Appeals to the Status Quo
• Appeals to Luck
Appeals to Guanxi
Appeals to Harmony
• Appeals to Organizational
Authority
Use in Text
^Haier gains strength firom its acquisitipns and faces the
future with confidence."
"...we will develop...we will grow...and like the sea we will
exist forever."
i
"The sea devotes all its treasure to humans and requires
nothing in return. The sea can only become stronger
through its bounty and generosity."
"...many talented employees who devote their knowledge
to the company and in return develop their ability and
experience."
'The progress of the organization is reflected in the
competence and devotion ofHaier employees."
'...all employees working together in an egalitarian and
harmonious environment."
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Table 5. (continued)
Chinese Appeals Use in Text
• Appeals to Age
Appeals to Tradition "Haier can be likened to the sea...and like the sea we
will exist forever."
• Appeals to Non-Contractual
Agreements
^ Appeals to Expert Authority "The seahasnothing to fear..."
"...like the sea we will exist forever."
becategorized as anappeal to organizational authority since thewriter is nOt appealing to
authority held over thereader. It could, however, beargued that this paragraph has some
characteristics of an appeal to harmony since it describes theorganizational harmony of the
smaller units with the larger organizational structure.
Paragraph three seems to appeal to group actualization since it suggests that a
business relationship would bemutually beneficial. Paragraph four could possibly be
categorized as an appeal toharmony in the same way asparagraph two. However, it ismore
likely that this paragraph ismaking an appeal to guanxi since it emphasizes the value ofthe
relationship with employees rather than the.smooth relationship. In this way thewriter
increases his own value by accentuating the value oftheir relationships with employees. It
also makes areference to the group centeredness ofthe company to appeal to group
actualization.
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Paragraph five is both a similar appeal to guanxi as in paragraph four ("A spirit of
excellence exists within all Haier employees"), and a very clear appeal to harmony ("all
employees working together in an egalitarian and harmonious environment");
Like Corporate Document 1, Corporate Document 2 is part ofa large Chinese
corporation's public informationdistribution. In Corporate Document 2's case, the company
is oneofChina's largest internet services corporations providing strategy plamiing, web-
baseddesign, technology solutions, anddigital marketing. This company is listedon
NASDAQ and is employedby severalof the largestChineseand foreign businesses in China.
CorporateDocument 2 comes firom an information packet meant for potential clients.
The complete documentis twenty pageslong andcontains amission statemeiit, a company
Corporate Document 2 (italics added)
Are you ready for e-commerce?
Selling yourproducts or service isjust onereason to apply e-commerce, youalso
can:
• Set up your relationship network
Via Intemet, youcancontact millions ofpotential customers 24hours a day,
seven days a week, while the cost is no more than sending out your name
cards.
• Enhance core business capability
Youwill find it is easierto access to themarket by using yourIntranet/Internet
as it shortens procedures, makes data exchange more efficient, and reduces
stocks.
• Open new market
Get ready to deal withnew Internationalpartners as Internet breaks through
thegeographical borders, allowing you tochoose your businesspartners
globally.
• Communicate with consumers
A smartbusinessman knows that a strong relationship with his clients is the
keyto success. With e-commerce you can get thefeedback of your new
products from the targeted market in a short timewithout spending too much,
and make the right strategy.
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profile, a description of services provided, and a listofmajor clients (including General
Motors, Procter &Gamble, Samsung, and several Chinese government andbanking
branches). The section shown here is a particularly interesting portion of the document
which encourages readers to invest in e-commerce.
This docimient is interesting for anumber ofreasons. Probably themost interesting
point is its strong emphasis on the relational benefits that will beincurred from investing in
e-commerce. In fact, the highest rankedreasonfor a companyto invest in e-commerce
according to this section is to setupa relationship network withcustomers. The fourth
section also states that"A smait businessman knows that a strong relationship with hisclients
is the key to success."
This document is also notable because ofitsmore narrow range of social power
appeals (see Table 6). Unlike Corporate Document 1,which made appeals to allof thesocial
power bases except coercion, this document is limited primarily to appeals toguanxi and
long term benefits with none ofthe poetic appeals to harmony ortradition that were present
in Corporate Document 1. Thisholds truethroughout the entire document with the addition
ofappeals to the company's expert power made by detailing their wide experience dealing
with top companies.
The use ofreferent power appeals isanother particularly interesting aspect ofthis
document. First, in the above portion, the appeal toguanxi isnot limited to theaudience's
relationship to the company. Rather, an appeal is made to the audience's guanxi relationship
to their own customers and partners.
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Table 6. Appeals to Chinese social power bases in Corporate Document 2
Power Base Chinese Appeals
Reward Power Appeals to Long Term Benefits
• Appeals to GroupActualization
Coercive Power • Appeals to Duty
• Appeals to Job Security
• Appeals to the Status Quo
• Appeals to Luck
Referent Power Appeals to Guanxi
• Appeals to Harmony
Legitimate Powfer • Appeals to Organizational Authority
•
• Appeals to Age
• Appeals to Tradition
• Appeals to Non-Contractual Agreements
Expert Power ^ Appeals to Expert Authority
Second, inother parts of the document when the company lists some ofitsmajor
clients, an appeal isbeing made tothe audience's potential association to the companies
listed. This would not necessarily beaguanxi relationship since theaudience would not
expect any direct relationship tothe companies listed by initiating a relationship with the
document's writers. However, the writers do create apositive affinity byoffering the
audience anopportunity tobe inthesame e-echelon asthecompanies listed.
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CONCLUSIONS
.Although my analysis of the existing literature on Chinese communication evidences
the existence ofthe thirteen typesof appeals toFrench andRaven's social powerbases in
Chinese culture as a whole, this analysis of a small set ofChinese business documents can
not necessarily prove the existence of these appeals in Chinese business culture. Further,
studycouldpotentiallyfind that although particular appeals are presentin someaspects of
Chinese culture, they are not presentin business culture. Although this studydid not observe
appeals to duty, job security, or age, the small sample size is prohibitive in drawing any
conclusions firom their absence. A larger study ofparticulargenres of Chinesebusiness
communication could potentially find whether the occurrence ofunusual claims is
statistically significant in those genres.
However, some significant conclusions canbe extrapolated from the document
analysis in this study. One of themostnoticeable patterns in the studyis the fact that all of
the corporate documents hadmore thanone type of appeal while themajority of the
correspondences didnot have any. Themost plausible explanation for this discrepancy lies
in theaudience for thetwo types ofdocuments. Since the corporate documents have avery
wide audience, it seems reasonable that they would seek touse awide range ofappeals to
influence the largest number ofpeople. On the other hand, since thecorrespondences were
all being sent to a particular individual fi:om an associate, it seems reasonablethat the
majority of thedocuments would follow the pattern ofCorrespondence 3bymaking only
implied appeals. On the other hand, rhetorical situationswhere the writer and reader are less
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familiarwith each other, as in Correspondence 1,might require an explicit appeal to ensure
that the reader in influenced in the intended way.
It may also be significant to note that of the types ofappeals, guanxi was referred to
most often and long term benefits the second most often (see Table 3). The prevalence of
appeals to guanxi could also prove to be significant ifverified by a larger study. The wide
use ofappeals to guanxi in the sample docimients should not be very surprising when
considered in context of the importance ofguanxi in Chinese culture. The guanxi system in
China has been under heavy debate for decades and is seen as very controversial by
American businesspeople. Still, it is currentlya criticalelement ofdoing businesswith the
Chinese and is likely to remain so for the foreseeable future. In a presentation to the
Association for Business Communication, LindaBeamer (2001) gave the following three
suggestions to help manage guanxi:
• Be prepared for the bureaucraticbehaviors that result fi:om guanxi on the part of
your associatesandwithin any joint-ventureenterprise
• Develop strategies for counteringthe guanxi-h2ist& behaviors, including
establishment ofstandards and norms, and accountabilitybased on performance
measures
• Continuouslymaintain face andnourish guanxi relationships that [are] highly
dynamic. [Theserelationships] mustbe continuously reinforced giventhe
mobility of the participant's position or institution
Finally, it is significant that only one out often correspondences written byforeigners
make explicit Chinese appeals to social power. If foreigners do indeed useChinese appeals
at such a low rate itmaybebecause theysimply don'tperceive such appeals asmeaningful.
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The fact that a small percentage of foreigners may use Chinese appeals also suggest either
that some foreigners are consciously trying to make appeals that will be more meaningful to
their Chinesereaders or that someofthe foreigners share commonperceptions ofwhat
appeals are meaningful with the Chinese.
Althou^ consciousunderstanding of Chinese appealsto socialpower has the
potential to uncover some ofthe meaning ofa business document, there is still a serious
question about the validity thatanAmerican businesspersonwill give to theChinese appeals.
In otherwords, although an Americancould find an appealmeaningful, would s/he ialso be
able to consider it appropriate and influential despite divergence fromwhat the American
businessperson considers valid and once an American has identified a document as
containing an appeal to social power, whataffect willthenewly identified appeal haveonthe
persuasive value of the document?
Although this paper exclusively examined appeals to socialpowerin a sample of
wnttai documents, mostbusinesspeople agree thatthe vastmajority of Chinese business
commumcation takes place through face-to-face interaction. As one businessman that I
interviewed said, "Chinese businessmen don'treally think about [their writing] verymuch
because theydon't thinkthatit willreallybe good for anything. Theythink thatmost
business will bedone inperson based ontheir relationship [with the other party]. And '
they're right!" Although the appeals made in written and face-to-face communication are
theoretically identical, it would be interesting to look at theways inwhich face-to-face
businesscommumcationappeals to social powerdiffer fromwritten communication in China
andwhich appeals are more prevalent in each.
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